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Chapter 141 Attention  

 

“Wake up!”  

 

When Felix’s wife woke up, it was as if she had slept for a long time. She was not even remotely sick.  

 

“It’s really cured?”  

 

“It’s really a magic medicine that can cure all diseases!”  

 

Seeing this miraculous scene, Felix and his daughter Lily couldn’t help crying with joy and hugged each 

other.  

 

“Felix… I’m not dreaming, am I?” Then, she suddenly realized that she had miraculously recovered from 

her serious illness.  

 

This was not a dream. It was reality!  

 

What happened just now?  

 

On the other side, Mark was also dumbfounded, as if he had seen a ghost.  

 

That elixir of unknown origin cured the strange disease of the wife of Felix.  

 

Originally, Mark wanted to take the opportunity to involve the Ministry of Finance to share the 

responsibilities.  

 

But he never thought that all the credit was taken by the Ministry of Finance, which made them even 

more incompetent.  



 

“Well…”  

 

Mark couldn’t help but feel regretful.  

 

If he had known this, he would have kept silent when the Ministry of Finance sent the elixir just  

 

now.  

 

In this way, the credit for curing Felix’s wife would not be exclusive to Imperial Hospital. His wife was 

fine, and she was even able to get out of bed, move around, and start eating.  

 

So, Felix said, “Lily, take care of your mother here, and I’ll come back later.”  

 

“Dad, where are you going?” Lily wondered.  

 

“Of course, I want to go to the Ministry of Finance and see my old friends! By the way, thank them for 

the miracle medicine, which cured your mother’s strange disease!”  

 

Felix was in a good mood and strode out of the ward.  

 

The imperial doctors waiting outside, who didn’t know what was going on inside, were startled and 

worried that the patient had already died of illness.  

 

And the staff member of the Ministry of Finance was even more frightened.  

 

But, what he was afraid of came.  

 

Felix separated from the crowd and walked straight towards the staff of the Ministry of Finance.  

 



Seeing this, the staff was so frightened that they almost peed.  

 

“Mr. Wellington… I…” He was about to burst into tears. He was just an errand boy.  

 

He thought, “The war god doesn’t need to find me for revenge, right?”  

 

“Take me back to the Ministry of Finance!” Felix grabbed the staff member and walked out.  

 

“Mr. Wellington, this elixir has nothing to do with the Ministry of Finance…” The staff member  

 

hurriedly explained, trying to clear the responsibility for the Ministry of Finance.  

 

“Of course, I know that the Ministry of Finance doesn’t have that ability!” Felix laughed. “I just want to 

meet the real owner of the elixir!”  

 

At the same time, Imperial Hospital.  

 

The story that the elixir sent by the Ministry of Finance cured Felix’s wife’s strange illness quickly spread.  

 

The imperial doctors were both shocked and a little ashamed.  

 

The strange disease that none of the famous doctors on the field could cure, but in the end, wast cured 

by an unknown elixir.  

 

“Who did this elixir? Is there a miraculous medicine that can cure all diseases?”  

 

“There are indeed records in ancient books. But they are all ancient medicines and ancient recipes, 

which have been lost long ago. No one can successfully refine them!”  

 



“Is it a mistake? But luckily, Mr. Wellington’s wife was saved because of this, and our hospital was saved 

from responsibility.”  

 

While all the imperial doctors were discussing,  

 

Mark called one of his confidants and whispered, “Hurry up and go to the Ministry of Finance and  

 

out what happened to that elixir. Who made it? Are there a recipes?”  

 

“Find out everything about the elixir for me, and come back and tell me! Hurry up!”  

 

“Also, about everything that happened here today, no rumors are allowed!”  

 

Mark realized that this elixir was extraordinary.  

 

If this matter got out, many people would seek the medicine.  

 

He had to hold this magical medicine in his own hands before it came out.  

 

If it could prolong life and bring the dead back to life, then this elixir was enough to be recorded in the 

annals of history!  

 

Therefore, Mark must connect this elixir with Imperial Hospital, no matter what method he used.  

 

And the other side.  

 

Leones had taken a special car from the Ministry of Finance and returned to Soler Group.  

 

Everyone, led by Mia, was in the banquet hall, anxiously waiting for news from the Ministry of Finance.  



 

The banquet hall that was originally supposed to be a bustling place was now in complete silence.  

 

“Mr. Bloom is back!”  

 

After seeing Leones come back safe and sound, everyone couldn’t help but feel relieved.  

 

Before he could say anything, the staff of the Ministry of Finance quickly said with a smile, “It was all a 

misunderstanding.”  

 

“The Ministry of Finance has withdrawn all orders.”  

 

“Starting from today, Soler Group will operate normally and will not be affected. And the stocks you 

acquired before are also valid.”  

 

“I’m sorry for the misunderstanding.”  

 

The staff was extremely arrogant before, but after Leones followed him to the Ministry of Finance,  

 

he came back as if he was a different person.  

 

Seeing this, Mia and the others were extremely shocked.  

 

They wondered what kind of magic Leones cast to change the attitude of the Ministry of Finance. 

“Things have been satisfactorily resolved.”  

 

Leones announced in public,  

 



“Next step, I will convene a general meeting of shareholders of Bloom Group within three days, and at 

the meeting, all members of the Bloom family on the board of directors will be removed.” The Bloom 

family!  

 

Leones was back! 

Chapter 142 The Real Crisis  

 

At that moment, the Bloom family was immersed in joy and making final preparations for tomorrow’s 

grand event.  

 

However, everything was suddenly interrupted by a phone call.  

 

The call was from Yule.  

 

Despite being on the other end of the phone, Benjamin still bent his body, filled with genuine. fear.  

 

“Mr. Connor, how dare I trouble you to call me back.  

 

“We are immensely grateful for everything you have done for our Bloom family.  

 

“We will remember this favor for the rest of our lives.  

 

“There is a banquet tomorrow, and we were wondering…”  

 

As he spoke, Benjamin took the opportunity to extend an invitation to Yule.  

 

Even if Yule didn’t attend personally, sending someone as a representative would still add luster to the 

event.  

 



And if, by chance, Yule did come, everyone would witness the true support behind the Bloom family, 

and no one would dare provoke them in the future.  

 

“No need!”  

 

Yule’s indifferent voice came through the phone.  

 

“I called you just to inform you.”  

 

Upon hearing this, Benjamin felt something ominous was about to happen.  

 

“From now on, I will no longer interfere in the affairs of the Bloom family. All the promises I made to you 

before, I take them all back!  

 

“You are on your own!”  

 

What!?  

 

Benjamin was stunned, as if struck by lightning, standing still on the spot.  

 

How could it be… How did Yule’s attitude change overnight?  

 

He wasn’t like this when Benjamin visited yesterday!  

 

Benjamin hurriedly said, “Mr. Connor, are you joking with me?”  

 

“Do I look like someone who jokes around?” Yule snorted coldly.  

 

Yule was a workaholic, always busy with countless tasks. How could he have the leisure to joke around 

with people?  



 

“I am terrified and don’t know what I did wrong. Please, Mr. Connor, enlighten me.” Benjamin pleaded 

again.  

 

He pleaded like a stray dog abandoned by its owner, wagging its tail for  

 

mercy.  

 

He knew very well that once he lost Yule’s protection, it meant that the family had lost its greatest 

reliance and would be soon doomed.  

 

Therefore, at any cost, he must win over Yule, the great supporter.  

 

“If you don’t care about us, our Bloom family will truly be finished,” Benjamin pleaded repeatedly.  

 

Yule said coldly, “Rest assured, the Bloom family will not be finished. The ones who can save you  

 

are none other than the people of your Bloom family! Soon, the Bloom family will be redeemed!”  

 

Yule didn’t explicitly say it, but his implied meaning was Leones would take over the Bloom family and 

become its proper head.  

 

However, Benjamin was completely puzzled by those words.  

 

He couldn’t understand what Yule was talking about.  

 

What did it mean that “only the people of our Bloom family can save us?”  

 

And what was the redemption of the Bloom family?  

 



Without waiting for Benjamin to ask again, the call was disconnected.  

 

After hesitating for a moment, Benjamin didn’t dare to call back.  

 

He thought about finding an opportunity in a few days to personally visit and see if there was any room 

for recovery.  

 

“Mr. Benjamin Bloom, who was on the phone?”  

 

“Is it the big shot you visited yesterday?”  

 

“Will that big shot also attend our banquet tomorrow night?”  

 

The people around had not yet realized the impending crisis and were still immersed in joy. They even 

fantasize about Yule coming tomorrow to save face for the Bloom family.  

 

At this moment, Benjamin felt helpless and no longer had the energy to explain anything.  

 

But just then, more trouble came.  

 

“Dad! Something’s not right!”  

 

Jason suddenly rushed over, looking panicked.  

 

“I just received the latest news. The Soler Group resumed normal operations!  

 

“The Ministry of Finance replied saying that they have thoroughly investigated Soler Group’s financial 

issues and everything is in order!”  

 

Even though Mr. Benjamin Bloom was mentally prepared, he couldn’t help but feel a sharp pain in  



 

his heart.  

 

He quickly took a heart pill to calm himself down.  

 

But just then, Henry rushed back in a panic.  

 

“Dad, something happened!  

 

“Didn’t you say everything was settled and the stocks we sold to Soler Group wouldn’t count? “But just 

now, Soler Group, in conjunction with other Five Major Families, issued a statement stating that they 

will convene a shareholders‘ meeting within three days and dismiss all board members of our the Bloom 

family at the meeting!  

 

“The combined shares from the six families have already exceeded thirty percent, surpassing  

 

ours!  

 

“Once we are dismissed by them, our family will be finished!”  

 

Upon hearing this, Benjamin’s heart started to ache again.  

 

It was like riding a roller coaster after great joy, followed by great sorrow.  

 

How could Benjamin withstand such a blow?  

 

He immediately fainted.  

 

The entire Bloom family was in chaos.  

 



After treatment, Benjamin finally regained consciousness. His hair had turned white as if he had. aged 

ten years in an instant.  

 

“Quickly! Give the order…  

 

“Go and invite the Soler family… and the other Five Major Families members to attend the banquet 

tomorrow night. We must invite all of them.”  

 

Only by meeting with the six prominent families may there be room for reconciliation.  

 

Otherwise, once they joined forces, they would gradually consume the Bloom family.  

 

At this moment, Benjamin recalled Yule’s strange words, “Only people from the Bloom family can save 

the Bloom family.”  

 

Looking at the descendants of the Bloom family gathered by the bed, Benjamin didn’t know if anyone 

among them could turn everything around at tomorrow night’s banquet.  

Chapter 143 The Martial Alliance  

 

After dealing with the affairs of Soler Group, Leones had just left the building.  

 

Immediately, two malicious and hateful gazes were cast behind him. But he didn’t notice.  

 

“Mr. Weber, what exactly is going on? Soler Group was just experiencing bad luck earlier. The Ministry 

of Finance even sealed off the company. How is it that everything has turned around in such a short 

amount of time?”  

 

Eugen was both shocked and angry about this.  

 

His joy didn’t last too long, and he found out that the crisis of the Soler family had been resolved. The 

staff from the Ministry of Finance even personally came to apologize.  



 

Eugen was both angry and puzzled.  

 

“Could it be Leones did some Feng Shui tricks and resolved everything?  

 

“It’s really damn mysterious. Wasn’t he locked up in prison for several years? How did he come out and 

suddenly understand Feng Shui?”  

 

Upon hearing this, Dalton disdainfully said, “He knows nothing about Feng Shui. It was just a fluke that 

he burned down a building and resolved the Ensnaring Dragon Formation.  

 

“But when things reach their extreme, they must reverse! We’ve been suppressing the Soler family with 

the formation for so many years. Even without human intervention, it’s time to collapse itself.”  

 

It was like every product had an expiration date, and the same went for Feng Shui formations. When the 

time came, they would naturally resolve.  

 

“The Soler family must have taken advantage of the opportunity to break the Ensnaring Dragon 

Formation. It’s all normal!”  

 

After hearing this, Eugen also thought it made sense. “Well, they got lucky!”  

 

“It doesn’t matter!”  

 

Dalton sneered. “Once I set up the Gathering Energy Formation tonight, the Soler family’s nightmare will 

only just begin!”  

 

Upon hearing this, Eugen was overjoyed and quickly thanked Dalton, saying, “Thank you so much, Mr. 

Weber!”  

 

“It’s my work!” Dalton smiled and reminded him, “Mr. Pope, don’t forget the condition you promised 

me.  



 

“After this, I want a thirty percent share of the Pope family! Don’t go back on your word!”  

 

People would die for wealth.  

 

Dalton was willing to sacrifice his life span and help the Pope family not only for the sake of his 

apprentice but also to make one last big profit and live a luxurious retired life.  

 

Eugen gritted his teeth and said, “No problem! I would never break my promise to Mr. Weber!” Eugen 

knew full well how formidable Dalton was. He could destroy the Soler family and just as easily use the 

same means against the Pope family.  

 

How could Eugen dare break his promises with such a mysterious master?  

 

Meanwhile, after leaving Soler Group, Leones planned to stop by the Dragon Building on the way.  

 

Coincidentally, Blackdrake called at that moment.  

 

“Dragon King!  

 

“Blancnau and the others have all arrived.”  

 

Leones asked, “How many are still missing?”  

 

Leones had issued the Dragon’s Order to gather the heads of the various departments in Undrago three 

days ago.  

 

“Including me, there are only five,” Blackdrake replied.  

 



“Which means we are still missing four.” Leones looked displeased and asked, “Why haven’t those four 

shown up?”  

 

“I don’t know,” Blackdrake replied, “I’ve tried contacting them multiple times, but it seems they’re 

refusing to meet.”  

 

“I see,” Leones pondered. After finishing things on this side, he would deal with those four heads.  

 

After a pause, Blackdrake added, “Dragon King, do you have time now? Can you come to Undrago?  

 

“We encountered a little trouble.”  

 

Leones asked, “What happened?”  

 

“Well, it’s like this…” Then, Blackdrake briefly described the current predicament faced by Undrago.  

 

Since Undrago had lost its leader, it experienced internal disintegration, and many external forces also 

gradually encroached upon Undrago’s territory.  

 

Among them, an organization called the Martial Alliance was the most dominant.  

 

While Leones was still in prison, Blackdrake had already been forced out of Sherland by them and had to 

live in the suburb for a long time.  

 

Later, Blackdrake returned to the Dragon Building in Sherland because of the Dragon’s Order.  

 

However, the Martial Alliance found it and issued a challenge letter to them.  

 

“A challenge letter?” Leones found it interesting and asked, “What do they want?”  

 



“If we lose, we have to completely give up all the power and territory within and outside Sherland. And 

the Dragon Building will belong to them!” Blackdrake said resentfully.  

 

“They have quite an appetite!” Leones couldn’t help but be surprised.  

 

Driving away Undrago and occupying the Dragon Building, The Martial Alliance intended to replace 

them.  

 

Blackdrake continued, “I am willing to risk my life and fight them, even if it means death. But I’m afraid 

that I’m not strong enough, and it will tarnish Undrago’s reputation.”  

 

There were already five heads gathered, so they had some fighting strength.  

 

However, the situation was still not optimistic when facing the imposing threat of the Martial Alliance.  

 

Leones asked curiously, “Who are they anyway?”  

 

Without any background, they couldn’t rise so rapidly and even overpower experts like Blackdrake.  

 

Hearing the mention of ancient families, Leones understood why even Blackdrake was greatly 

suppressed.  

 

“Well, it’s normal that you lost,” Leones said, unconsciously quickening his pace.  

 

“I will be there soon.  

 

“And I will handle it!”  

 

The so–called ancient families were ancient martial arts families.  

 



They were influential thousand–year–old families with a deep family heritage and control over many 

cultivation resources.  

 

Therefore, the offspring of ancient families, from birth, far surpassed ordinary people.  

 

Due to the extraordinary abilities of their offspring, the number of family members was strictly 

controlled to prevent them from becoming too numerous and causing trouble.  

 

There were less than a thousand registered members of ancient families, which was very rare, and they 

were all under the control of Vericano.  

 

Moreover, most of the descendants of ancient families lived in seclusion and had made agreements with 

the authorities not to disrupt normal social operations. At most, they occasionally moved around in the 

society.  

 

However, Vericano was prosperous these years and had shown tolerance and acceptance, reducing the 

restraints on ancient families.  

 

As a result, the number of members of ancient families gradually increased, and even their activities in 

the city became more frequent.  

 

Of course, they didn’t take action easily to avoid attracting attention. Instead, they expanded their 

influence through the hands of others.  

 

Gradually, they could manipulate both the government and gangs and should not be  

 

underestimated.  

 

Even the former underground world leader, Undrago, was forced into constant retreat by them.  

 

Soon, Leones arrived.  

 



“Dragon King!”  

 

The five heads led by Blackdrake greeted him at the entrance.  

 

In addition to Blancnau and Viomwich, who had previously fought against him, Leones also saw Azulo for 

the first time.  

 

Before they could speak, several people who had been following them across the street immediately 

rushed over.  

 

“Blackdrake! You cowardly turtle, you finally dare to show up?”  

 

“We thought you received the challenge letter and will hang up the white flag to avoid the battle!”  

 

“It’s the Martial Alliance!”  

 

Blackdrake exclaimed angrily.  

 

He didn’t expect them to be so audacious, even setting up people to spy on the entrance. If he didn’t 

show up, they might barge in at any moment  

 

“How daring“” Before those few people could approach, Azalo immediately rushed forward. With a 

punch, he sent all three of them flying back  

 

“The Dragon King is here How dare you“”  

 

Although Azulo was thin, he struck swiftly with his full strength  

 

Those spying on the entrance were just the bottom rung runners of the Martial Alliance. How could they 

withstand Azulo’s punch?  



 

Even though it was a punch from a distance, those people immediately fell like they had hit brick wall, 

screaming in agony  

 

Seeing  

 

this. Blancnau exclaimed in delight, “Azulo, your strength has improved once again”  

 

“You should be at the fifth rank of Grandmaster level by now, right?”  

 

Even with a punch from a distance, it still carried the force of one thousand kilograms. Blancnaua and 

the others felt inferior.  

 

Azulo calmly said, “Almost there. I just broke through last month.”  

 

If it weren’t for Leones‘ sudden appearance, Azulo would have been prepared to fight against the other 

eight heads to contend for the position of Dragon King.  

 

The people knocked down to the ground were filled with rage.  

 

“How dare you to be so ruthless towards us. We are members of the Martial Alliance…”  

 

“Our leader will not let you get away with this  

 

Anyone who offended the members of the Martial Alliance would invite endless revenge  

 

The Martial Alliance had long taken the Undrago as a thorn and wanted to eliminate them.  

 

Perhaps they could take advantage of Undrago’s initial attack as a reason to launch comprehensive 

strike and blockade against them.  



 

“Azulo! These are just a bunch of lackeys. Beating them would only cause more trouble.”  

 

Blackdrake was afraid that things would escalate, so he promptly stopped Azulo.  

 

Even though there was a new Dragon King in power now the actual  

 

opponents they would face this time were the Martial Alliance’s supporters, namely the ancient tapafles  

 

Blackdrake believed that even with the strength of Leones, it would be quite challenging to face  

 

The ancient families  

 

Furthermore, no matter how strong Leones was, he was only one person.  

 

But the ancient farmlies had their entire family backing them up.  

 

In Blackdrake’s opinion, the best choice would be to fight while holding negotiations  

 

After all, suppressing the Martial Alliance was unrealistic  

 

However, Leones did not think so  

 

“Why can’t we fight?  

 

“Blackdrake, are you scared?  

 

“They have come to provoke us, so we should hit back hard!”  

 



Upon hearing this, Blackdrake felt ashamed. He was indeed scared. Otherwise, why would he even fail 

to secure Sherland’s territory?  

 

“Break their legs and send them back to deliver the message.  

 

“If  

 

you want the Dragon Building, come and get it! Remember, bring more people!”  

 

As soon as Leones finished speaking, Azulo rushed forward again.  

 

Without saying a word, he swiftly disabled their hands and legs, then threw them to the side as if 

discarding trash.  

 

The bystanders on both sides were shocked and speechless, not expecting someone to commit such 

violence in public!  

 

The  

 

group screamed in pain while harboring strong resentment, determined to let their leader take revenge 

on their behalf.  

 

Upon seeing Azulo’s swift and decisive actions, Leones nodded in satisfaction, thinking that Azulo’s style 

of doing things suited his taste.  

 

There was no need for unnecessary words when force spoke louder, especially when facing a group of 

provoking ants.  

 

“Let’s go!” Leones entered the Dragon Building and waited for the Martial Alliance to come to him.  

 

Blackdrake shook his head helplessly and sighed.  



 

In the end, he prudently left some people outside to keep an eye on things and closely monitor the 

movements of those people.  

 

They arrived at the top floor of the Dragon Building.  

 

Before Leones even sat down, he said to Azulo, “Attack me!”  

 

“Huh!?” Azulo was stunned, not understanding what Leones meant.  

 

But he also didn’t want Leones to misunderstand anything, so he took the initiative and said, “I have 

long heard of Dragon King’s strength and completely respect it. I have no ulterior motives.”  

 

“I know,” Leones said with his hands behind his back, “Use your Dragon Fist move and attack me with all 

your might. I want to see your true strength.”  

 

Leones could tell that Azulo was already the strongest among these heads, so he wanted to give him 

some guidance.  

 

Azulo immediately understood Leones‘ intentions and said, “I’ll do my best!”  

 

With that, Azulo assumed a stance and suddenly threw a punch.  

 

“Dragon Swing!”  

 

In an instant, the sound of fists thundered and was accompanied by a faint dragon roar. Leones nodded. 

It was indeed the strength of a fifth rank grandmaster, far surpassing Blackdrake and the others.  

 

Upon witnessing the power of this punch, Blackdrake and the others were astonished as well.  

 



They thought, “Fortunately, the new Dragon King is here. Otherwise, the four of us would  
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probably not be a match for Azulo, even if we joined forces.”  

 

“How did he make such a breakthrough, surpassing us all!” Bluedrake muttered with jealousy. Azulo’s 

punch was mighty and domineering. With each swing, it felt as if a gigantic dragon was attacking, 

sweeping away everything in its path.  

 

Facing this domineering force, Leones also responded with the same Dragon Swing.  

 

It seemed casual and effortless, but it carried the weight of thousands.  

 

With each collision of fists, Azulo was pushed back dozens of steps.  

 

Azulo staggered back for more than 40 feet before barely regaining his balance.  

 

He was shocked and thought, “Fortunately, I didn’t challenge the authority of the new Dragon King. 

With such a gap in strength, I probably wouldn’t even know how I would die. “Nice strike!”  

 

“Dragon King’s martial arts are amazing!”  

 

“Dragon Swing shows a completely different style in your hands!”  

 

Blackdrake and the others applauded and praised, filled with admiration.  

 

The Dragon Fist seemed to produce completely different effects in Leones‘ hands.  

 

“I just used the shake to unleash your potential,” Leones said as he tossed an elixir to Azulo. “Take it.”  



 

“After consuming this Spiritual Elixir, your cultivation will further advance. You might even break 

through to the fourth rank in one go!”  

Chapter 145 A Fast Breakthrough  

 

“Spiritual Elixir!?”  

 

Azulo was shocked and horrified when he saw the complex patterns on its surface.  

 

Although there were many ordinary Spiritual Elixirs on the market, they couldn’t compare to the one 

refined by Leones.  

 

Even if one were to eat those ordinary elixirs as food for a whole year, they wouldn’t be as effective as 

this small elixir.  

 

Although Azulo didn’t understand the art of alchemy, he knew that the more intricate the patterns. on 

the elixir’s surface, the higher the quality.  

 

He had spent millions of dollars buying ordinary Spiritual Elixirs before, but they were nothing compared 

to this one.  

 

If this Spiritual Elixir were to enter the market, it would be an invaluable treasure.  

 

“It can help me break through to the Fourth Rank!?”  

 

Excitedly holding the elixir, Azulo believed that what the Dragon King said was true.  

 

With such a high–quality elixir, it would surely give him great assistance.  

 

“Thank you, Dragon King, for this gift!”  



 

Azulo snapped back to reality and quickly bowed in gratitude.  

 

“For the great kindness of the Dragon King, I have no way to repay. In the future, I will do anything for 

you without hesitation.“.  

 

Seizing the special moment when his vital energy was shaken out, Azulo consumed the Spiritual Elixir, 

sat down on the ground, and began cultivation.  

 

On the path of martial arts, the most challenging aspect was gathering vital energy. Although the 

physical body could be tempered and cultivated to the point of transformation, vital energy was the 

most difficult to grasp and cultivate. It was unrestricted and intangible. Moreover, in the current era of 

decline, with scarce spiritual energy, gathering vital energy was extremely difficult.  

 

Most martial practitioners, throughout their lives, could not grasp the essentials and could only reach 

the level of the lower three ranks, that was, the strength of the seventh, eighth, or ninth rank.  

 

Although stronger than ordinary people, once they faced true masters, such as those of the middle or 

upper three ranks, the difference was like night and day.  

 

“Fourth–rank!” Upon hearing this, Blackdrake and the others couldn’t help but express their envy.  

 

The fourth rank could be considered a threshold for ordinary martial practitioners. Once they broke 

through to the fourth rank, they would enter the ranks of top–tier experts.  

 

Even if they stopped at the fourth rank, they were still outstanding among martial practitioners, 

surpassing ninety percent of them.  

 

People like Blackdrake and the others had just barely reached the level of a sixth–rank grandmaster, the 

bottom of the middle three ranks.  

 

Blackdrake remembered that the leader of the Martial Alliance’s Sherland division had the strength of 

the fourth rank.  



 

Otherwise, Blackdrake wouldn’t be so wary and afraid of the Martial Alliance.  

 

If even a division leader had such terrifying strength, what about the power of those behind him? “Your 

Majesty” Blackdrake said with some jealousy, “I am the first to pledge my allegiance to you!” Blackdrake 

looked at Leones, cautiously reminding him.  

 

He meant that he didn’t gain anything, while Azulo, who had just pledged his allegiance, suddenly 

obtained a top–grade Spiritual Elixir.  

 

“Your Majesty, I am also loyal and devoted“” Bluedrake chimed in, “May I also be granted a Spiritual 

Elixir?”  

 

Leones replied calmly, “Azulo performed well just now, and this elixir is his reward. Furthermore, his 

strength surpasses all of you, so he deserves it.  

 

“When you reach Azulo’s level. I will naturally grant you Spiritual Elixirs!”  

 

Given their current strength, it would be a waste to consume Spiritual Elixirs.  

 

Leones had just started alchemy and was still short on elixirs.  

 

“Well”  

 

“We will work hard  

 

The crowd felt slightly disappointed and thought it would be difficult to make further progress without 

opportunities  

 

Azulo was truly lucky”  

 



“But “*  

 

Leones changed his tone, saying, “Now that we are facing strong enemies, your strength is insufficient. 

It’s embarrassing for Undrago  

 

“I have a few Vitality Elixirs here to help stabilize your foundation. With time, you will be able to break 

through”  

 

Blackdrake and the others were unable to break through mainly because they sought rapid. progress, 

which resulted in an unstable foundation  

 

In this situation, consuming the stabilizing Vitality Elixir would be more effective than the Spiritual Elixir  

 

Leones presented four Vitality Elixirs to them.  

 

“Thank you, Your Majesty  

 

They were overjoyed upon receiving the Vitality Elixirs. Their previous disappointment was swept away, 

and they felt even more grateful to Leones.  

 

“Enough with the pleasantries” Leones sat back on the throne. “Before the Martial Alliance arrives, 

make good use of your time to take the medicine and cultivate.  

 

“Later, let the Martial Alliance witness the true power of Undrago!”  

 

Leones temporarily enhanced the strength of these people so that when the Martial Alliance arrived, he 

wouldn’t have to engage in battle himself. Undrago would not appear as if they had no capable fighters.  

 

“Hahaha, rest assured, Your Majesty!” Blackdrake’s confidence soared. “This time, we guarantee to rise 

above the Martial Alliance and defeat them hard. Even if their leader comes, Azulo can  

 



handle it“” 

 

Chapter 146 Breaking In  

 

The Martial Alliance’s Sherland division leader, Douglas Sivan, arrived approximately an hour later.  

 

Leading over a hundred members, he marched towards the Dragon Building with great momentum.  

 

As soon as they arrived, everyone rushed forward and immediately surrounded the building, making it 

impossible for anyone to escape.  

 

They declared that after today, Sherland would no longer tolerate Undrago!  

 

“Undrago!”  

 

Douglas looked up at the Dragon Building with longing.  

 

It was not just a building but also a symbol of underground power.  

 

A peak that newcomers must climb bravely.  

 

Only the Martial Alliance occupied the Undrago headquarters could they replace them.  

 

“I heard that Undrago has gathered many heads from other regions?”  

 

Douglas smiled proudly, full of confidence.  

 

“Today, we will wipe you out!  

 



“From now on, Sherland will have no trace of Undrago!”  

 

Seeing that his subordinates had already surrounded the Dragon Building, he stepped forward with 

satisfaction, leading the several powerful experts, and marched towards the inside.  

 

As the leader, Douglas could be considered the most outstanding in terms of status and personal 

strength.  

 

If he wanted to advance further, he had to achieve great deeds and gain the recognition of the ancient 

families.  

 

Then, it would be possible to reach the extraordinary realm of the top third rank.  

 

However, with his current strength as a fourth–rank grandmaster, he was already enough to dominate 

over others, and it was difficult to find opponents.  

 

Inside Undrago, at this moment, chaos ensued.  

 

Faced with the imposing Martial Alliance, they dared not obstruct and scattered in all directions.  

 

Soon, the members of the Martial Alliance had almost taken control of every floor of the building.  

 

Douglas personally led a dozen people and took the elevator all the way to the top floor.  

 

The five heads were cultivating intently for a breakthrough after taking the elixir.  

 

Upon seeing the scene, Douglas was also startled.  

 

He thought the people of Undrago would be heavily guarded and even set up traps along the  

 



But he didn’t expect them to sit and cultivate at such a time.  

 

How inappropriate!  

 

Did they not take the arrival of the Martial Alliance seriously?  

 

Douglas glanced around and noticed Leones sitting on the Dragon Throne.  

 

It was the Dragon Throne!  

 

way.  
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So many people had yearned for it.  

 

To seize the Dragon Throne was even one of the magnificent goals established when the Martial Alliance 

was first founded.  

 

Now, the throne was only one step away from Douglas.  

 

But it was tarnished by a young man.  

 

This inevitably made Douglas a little annoyed.  

 

“I heard that you guys have elected a new king. Haha… It can’t be this kid, right?”  

 

With that, Douglas looked at Blackdrake and couldn’t help but sneer.  

 



“Even if Undrago is destined to be destroyed, there’s no need to be so reckless.”  

 

At this time, Leones had a stable breath and restrained vitality energy so that no one could sense his 

strength.  

 

At Leones‘ level, he was already adept at controlling his power and acting as he pleased.  

 

Leones also glanced af Douglas, who was only a fourth–rank grandmaster, which was not worth 

mentioning.  

 

If everything went smoothly, Azulo, who was about to break through successfully, might be able to 

defeat him.  

 

There was no need for Leones to do it personally.  

 

Therefore, Leones couldn’t be bothered with a joker like Douglas.  

 

However, Blackdrake couldn’t tolerate Douglas‘ arrogant words.  

 

“Even if the Martial Alliance is destroyed a hundred times, Undrago will still be here!” Blackdrake gritted 

his teeth and said.  

 

Because what Blackdrake had taken was Vitality Elixir, so he could multitask and even speak.  

 

Unlike Azulo. He needed to concentrate fully after taking the Spiritual Elixir to seek a breakthrough.  

 

“Whether we will be destroyed is not determined by words, but by strength! Now that Undrago is 

declining, how can it compare to our Martial Alliance?” Douglas sneered. “Or is it that, like you, starting 

to cultivate at the last minute like clutching at straws, don’t you think it’s too late?”  

 

“It’s never too late to cultivate,” Blackdrake confidently said, “This time, I won’t lose to your men again!”  



 

In their previous encounter, Blackdrake didn’t even have the qualifications to fight Douglas. It was 

Douglas‘ subordinates who had fought with him.  

 

But now, although Blackdrake didn’t dare to say he could defeat Douglas, dealing with the strong 

henchmen around him wouldn’t be a problem.  

 

Douglas just regarded it all as jokes and empty words.  

 

“Oh? Did you guys hear that?” Douglas deliberately said to the several trusted henchmen beside him.  

 

“Blackdrake said that he would not lose to you again this time. Are you  

 

afraid?”  

 

Two men behind Douglas couldn’t help but sneer.  

 

“We were careless last time and let the coward escape.”  

 

“This time, you won’t be able to escape!”  
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web  

 

The two of them, one nicknamed Agual and the other nicknamed Zapateto.  

 



Both of them had the strength of a fifth–rank grandmaster, with formidable muscles and skills that 

made them impervious to blades and  

 

spears.  

 

They were also the strongest fighters under Douglas, second only to Douglas himself.  

 

Once, Blackdrake fought against them but couldn’t even scratch them, ending up in complete defeat.  

 

With that, Agual took a step forward, ready to attack Blackdrake directly.  

 

“Hold on!” Blackdrake hurriedly shouted, “Give me a few more minutes! I’ll be ready soon!” Blackdrake 

felt that he was just a hair’s breadth away from breaking through to the fifth–rank. It was almost there!  

 

But how could Agual listen to Blackdrake? He thought Blackdrake was just playing tricks. Even if given a 

year, he wouldn’t consider Blackdrake as his opponent.  

 

Could a few minutes of cultivation really bridge the gap between fifth–rank and sixth–rank? “Then I’ll 

take care of this opponent!”  

 

At this moment, Blancnau suddenly stood up and stepped forward.  

 

Benefiting from the stable Vitality Elixir, Blancnau had a strong aura and experienced rapid advancement 

in his cultivation.  

 

“Blancnau, did you break through so quickly?” Blackdrake was both surprised and envious when  

 

he saw this.  

 



“Alright, I’ll leave it to you for now! I’ll be ready soon!” Blackdrake no longer worried and handed 

everything over to Blancnau. After all, with the Dragon King overseeing the situation, he could focus on 

his own cultivation.  

 

Douglas glanced at Blancnau, slightly furrowing his brows, and reminded, “Be careful. His aura is strong, 

and his strength is not weak. He should be stronger than Blackdrake.”  

 

Agual also noticed Blancnau’s formidable aura but didn’t take it too seriously since the strongest in 

Undrago was only at the sixth rank.  

 

“You bunch of little mudfish dare to call yourselves dragons?!”  

 

Agual insulted them by mocking their nicknames. “Today, I’ll show you who the boss is!”  

 

Chapter 147 Who the Boss Is  

 

Upon hearing these words, Blancnau’s face changed slightly.  

 

“Alright!  

 

“Then let’s see today, who is the boss!”  

 

At that moment, Blancnau also felt a strong competitive spirit.  

 

After all, his strength had just improved a lot, and he urgently needed a strong opponent to test  

 

his skills.  

 

“Hahaha… You nine cowards from Undrago are no match for me. Even if you attack together!” Agual 

stepped forward with a fierce posture. His whole body was filled with a murderous aura. “Today, I will 

show you how powerful I am!”  



 

As he spoke. Agual extended a pair of unusually large fists and sneered.  

 

“In the past, I used these fists to beat Blackdrake to the ground!  

 

“Blancnau, it’s your turn today!”  

 

In that instant, Agual unleashed his fifth–rank grandmaster strength to the fullest.  

 

The surrounding air seemed to freeze under such immense pressure.  

 

Such tremendous coercion would surely make an ordinary person feel suffocated and terrified, causing 

them to retreat without even using physical force.  

 

However, Blancnau confronted Agual head–on and launched a direct counterattack.  

 

His fists followed suit, displaying a powerful and imposing aura like a divine dragon descending to  

 

earth.  

 

“Dragonfight!”  

 

Blancnau also didn’t hold back and directly unleashed his strongest blow.  

 

As the Dragon Fist was unleashed, the situation seemed to be reversed in an instant, with offense- and 

defense exchanging roles.  

 

“It’s the Dragon Fist!” Douglas exclaimed with envy upon witnessing different variations of the Dragon 

Fist technique.  

 



Although the strength of the heads of Undrago was average, each of them inherited a move of the 

Dragon Fist that surpassed any other technique in the world.  

 

Clearly, the nine forms of the Dragon Fist were likely derived from ancient families and were 

extraordinary.  

 

Douglas was amazed when he first witnessed Blackdrake using the Dragon Fist.  

 

Unfortunately, such a powerful technique could not be fully unleashed to its true potential.  

 

Douglas refrained from killing Blackdrake in order to one day extract the moves and secrets of the 

Dragon Fist from him.  

 

In Douglas‘ opinion, if he could learn such a martial art, it would greatly enhance his abilities. “Leave him 

alive!”  

 

The Dragonfight move was even more powerful than Blackdrake’s Dragonsoar.  

 

“After conquering Undrago, I will interrogate these people to force out the moves of the Dragon Fist!”  
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Who the Boss Is  

 

Douglas made  

 

up  

 

his mind.  

 



The next moment, Blancnau launched his most potent attack, Dragonfight, to confront Agual.  

 

“Come on!”  

 

Agual also let out a fierce shout. His muscles were bulging, and he raised his fists like iron hammers and 

charged towards Blancnau.&ZeroWidthSpace;  

 

“Boom!”  

 

In an instant, their fists collided, creating terrifying shockwaves like the collision of meteors and the 

Earth.  

 

But Blancnau’s fist did not stop there.  

 

His fist was like a flying dragon, directly striking upwards.  

 

Breaking through the restraints of Agual’s fists, his heavy punch landed on Agual’s cheek. Immediately, 

Agual felt like he had hit a wall, with his blood flowing backward in an instant. As his head hit the ground 

heavily, he immediately fell into a coma.  

 

And then, the force of the punch didn’t diminish.  

 

It continuously crushed Agual’s head into the floor and shattered his skull before finally stopping. “Now 

you know who the boss is, don’t you!?” Blancnau looked down at Agual, proudly saying. -Silence! The 

scene was as quiet as death.  

 

Blancnau’s punch, like a thunderbolt, instantly killed Agual.  

 

This scene shocked Douglas and the others from the Martial Alliance.  

 



“How is this possible!? Agual is a fifth–rank grandmaster. His body is trained to the extreme! He was 

knocked down with one move, and even his head was crushed to pieces!”  

 

“Is that person really from Undrago? How can they be so strong!?”  

 

“Is he the true newly appointed Dragon King?”  

 

Everyone looked at Blancnau with admiration.  

 

They even mistakenly thought that he was the real new Dragon King and that Leones, sitting on the 

throne, was just a cover–up.  

 

Leones nodded secretly upon seeing this.  

 

Although Azulo was the strongest, Blancnau’s talent was not bad either.  

 

After all, Blancnau was the first among them to completely absorb the Vitality Elixir and successfully 

break through.  

 

Though Agual’s underestimation of the situation and the Dragon Fist’s power played a role, he still easily 

killed a fifth–rank grandmaster with just one move.  

 

Blancnau was also quite satisfied with the punch, which was so refreshing.  

 

He not only had a deeper understanding of the Dragon Fist but also admired Leones even more. Even a 

casually given Vitality Elixir could greatly enhance his strength.  

 

The strength of the new Dragon King was probably unfathomable! Blancnau thought he must follow the 

new Dragon King wholeheartedly.  

 

“Haha…” Blackdrake couldn’t help but laugh upon seeing this.  
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Blancnau’s outstanding performance greatly boosted the morale of the declining Undrago.  

 

Even the people secretly observing and spreading the news about the battle outside couldn’t help but 

cheer and feel excited and lifted.  

 

On the other hand, the members of the Martial Alliance expressed disbelief at the news.  

 

After all, it was Agual, second only to their leader. How could he lose?  

 

“Damn it!” Douglas felt humiliated and extremely angry.  

 

He never expected Blancnau, who came from far away, to have such a strong force.  

 

And he also blamed himself for underestimating the strength of Undrago.  

 

Before Douglas gave the order, suddenly, a dark figure rushed forward.  

 

Everyone fixed their gaze and saw that it was Zapateto.  

 

He and Agual were the two pillars of the Martial Alliance, like brothers. Now, Agual had been instantly 

knocked down with one move.  

 

Zapateto must avenge his brother.  

 



“Another one coming  

 

Blancnau, upon seeing this, became even more spirited.  

 

He even felt like challenging Douglas, the leader of the Martial Alliance.  

 

“Blancnau, let me deal with this one!”  

 

Just then, Blackdrake stood up as well. His eyes gleamed with sharpness!  

Chapter 148 Slay  

 

The fight just now freed up some time and allowed Blackdrake and others to take this opportunity to 

completely absorb the effects of Vitality Elixir. Their strength increased to varying degrees. Except for 

Azulo, who was still cultivating with his eyes closed, Blackdrake and others had all stood up and were 

ready.  

 

Seeing that everyone had almost absorbed it, Leones nodded secretly.  

 

He thought. “They were worthy of being adopted sons carefully selected and trained by Gordon. Their 

talents were very good. If they got guidance, they would achieve greater progress.”  

 

Suddenly, with Leones as the leader, Blackdrake, Blancnau, Bluedrake, and Viomwich under his 

command were all ready, and their auras were fully activated.  

 

It seemed that they were about to crush the Martial Alliance.  

 

“How is this possible?”  

 

At this moment, Douglas was also slightly in a trance, feeling that something bad was about to happen.  

 



He originally thought that he would win the fight, but now he felt he would be defeated.  

 

He wondered, “That’s impossible!  

 

Definitely impossible!  

 

I am just worried too much!”  

 

Douglas shook his head vigorously.  

 

He was a fourth–rank grandmaster, and he could defeat the entire Undrago.  

 

Even though Blackdrake, Blancnau, Bluedrake, and Viomwich all joined in this fight, he would not  

 

recoil.  

 

They just pretended to be powerful.  

 

Douglas ordered coldly, “Kill them!”  

 

Originally, he wanted to know the secrets of Dragon Fist from these people.  

 

But now that the situation had changed, he decided to give up his original intention.  

 

Douglas said, “Kill them all! No survivor!”  

 

Douglas wanted his men to take action first. If the situation changed, it would not be too late for him to 

take action again.  

 



Zapateto said, “Yes!”  

 

Even without the leader’s order, Zapateto would not show mercy, especially to Blancnau.  

 

Zapateto said, “You wounded my brother.”  

 

“I will give you an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth!  

 

“I will crush all the bones in your body! Let you die in pain and torture!”  

 

Facing the provocation of Zapateto, Blancnau kept calm because he was Blackdrake’s subordinate  

 

now.  

 

Blackdrake stepped forward and said, “I am your opponent! However, I feel like beating you is a bit 

unsatisfactory.”  

 

Blackdrake added, “If the four of us join forces, we might be able to compete with Douglas!”  

 

Viomwich smiled and said, “I think so too.”  

 

Bluedrake was also eager to try and said, “Hurry up and kill Zapateto. Then, we join force and kill their 

leader.”  

 

After Bluedrake finished speaking. Both Zapateto and Douglas felt shocked and infuriated. Zapateto said 

coldly, “You are overconfident!”  

 

Zapateto looked at Blackdrake and sneered. “Blackdrake, if you don’t want to be killed  

 

me, get  



 

out of here! Don’t forget that last time you were beaten by us and fled! I won’t be merciful this time!  

 

“I’m going to slay you all!”  

 

“It won’t happen this time!” Blackdrake snorted coldly and was eager to wipe out the disgrace.  

 

previous  

 

Blackdrake used to only have the strength of the sixth rank, so, of course, he could not defeat the fifth 

rank powerhouse.  

 

But now, Blackdrake’s strength had been improved, and he could be the opponent of the fifth–rank 

powerhouse.  

 

Blackdrake said, “This time, you will be the one who runs away!”  

 

As he said, Blackdrake stopped talking to his enemy.  

 

He was ready to use his strength to show his attitude. Strength could stand for all.  

 

In a flash, Blackdrake stepped forward.  

 

And he threw a punch.  

 

That was Dragonsoar!  

 

Blancnau also threw his strongest punch.  

 



In an instant, there was thunder in the hall!  

 

At this moment, Zapateto seemed to feel the invisible pressure.  

 

Suddenly, he realized that the Blackdrake in front of him seemed to have undergone a qualitative 

change from the previous Blackdrake he had fought against last time.  

 

There was no more time for him to think.  

 

The power of Blackdrake’s fist, like a rolling sound wave, swept over and crushed him.  

 

Zapateto didn’t dare to underestimate Blackdrake’s strength, so he let out a loud shout and went 

forward to confront the challenge.  

 

He stretched out his palms together, and with an overwhelming momentum, he confronted his 

opponent’s attack.  

 

it was another blow.  

 

The moment when fists and palms hit each other.  

 

Zapateto felt terrible pressure.  

 

His palm strength was belittled by Blackdrake!  

 

Immediately afterward, the terrifying strength of the fist came from the side.  

 

The terrifying strength of the fist was thrown over him directly.  
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He cursed, “Shit!”  

 

Zapateto was horrified.  

 

As he wanted to dodge, he even had the thought of running away.  

 

However, his opponent did not give him the opportunity.  

 

The continuous Dragonsoar hit on Zapateto’s face, chest, and four limbs.  

 

Almost his whole body was beaten and deformed. His bofies were broken!  

 

And this devastating offensive took only a few seconds!  

 

After Blackdrake finished his attack, Zapateto’s body was covered all over with cuts and bruises. Then, 

he fell down on the ground,  

 

So far, the two powerhouses of the Martial Alliance had been instantly killed by Blackdrake and  

 

Blancnau.  

 

Undrago, both in terms of combat records and strength, had already defeated the Martial Alliance!  

 

They had totally wiped out their previous disgrace.  

Chapter 149 Fourth Rank Grandmaster  

 



Douglas could not believe it.  

 

Douglas was dumbfounded.  

 

He thought he could narrowly accept the fact that Blancnau defeated Agual in an instant before because 

Blancnau was a reinforcement summoned by Blackdrake.  

 

But how could Blackdrake defeat Zapateto in an instant?  

 

This made Douglas unable to understand, let alone accept.  

 

The entire Martial Alliance clearly knew Blackdrake’s strength.  

 

If the Martial Alliance had known that Blackdrake had such a terrifying strength that he could defeat 

Zapateto in a flash, the Martial Alliance would not have had the courage to attack them. As early as a 

few months ago, a conflict broke out between the two sides. As a result, Blackdrake and his companions 

suffered a crushing defeat and were even kicked out of Sherland. Several months ago, no matter 

whether it was Agual or Zapateto who could defeat Blackdrake easily.  

 

Not to mention, there was a stronger Douglas who didn’t even bother to join in the fight.  

 

But right now, Douglas’s competent subordinates were all instantly defeated.  

 

Douglas suddenly became a solitary commander.  

 

Douglas was angry and helpless.  

 

Douglas looked at Blackdrake in shock, feeling as if he had seen a ghost.  

 

Douglas didn’t know what happened to Blackdrake during this period of time. Blackdrake’s strength had 

been improved substantially.  



 

He did not dare to believe it.  

 

At this time, all the members of the Martial Alliance also panicked.  

 

Zapateto and Agual could be regarded as the leader of their division.  

 

They were defeated successively, which was a huge blow to their morale.  

 

They even began to worry that they might fall into some kind of trap today and that they would be 

wiped out.  

 

They wondered. “Could it be that Blackdrake has been hiding his strength all the time and deliberately 

showed his weakness?  

 

This time, they assembled other heads in order to completely defeat us.  

 

What should we do now? Can leader Sivan win?”  

 

For a moment, the members of the Martial Alliance all focused on Douglas.  

 

If Douglas was defeated again in the future, then the Martial Alliance would never have the opportunity 

to regain its previous reputation.  

 

Douglas was worthy of being a heroic figure. After the shock, he quickly regained his composure and 

stabilized the situation.  

 

No matter how many people around him were defeated, as long as he, Douglas, was not defeated, then 

the Martial Alliance’s branch in Sherland would not fall!  

 



He, Douglas alone, could defeat Undrago.  
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He shouted, “Come on!”  

 

“I am waiting for you!  

 

“Let me see how strong Undrago is.”  

 

As he shouted, Douglas stepped forward.  

 

Suddenly, the whole building shook slightly.  

 

His step weighed as much as a thousand pounds!  

 

Even though this Dragon Building could withstand a magnitude 12 earthquake, it was shaken by 

Douglas’s step.  

 

Only now did everyone suddenly realize Douglas’s unfathomable strength.  

 

Someone said in surprise, “His strength was in the fourth rank!  

 

“Is this the strength of a fourth rank grandmaster?  

 

“I almost forgot our leader Sivan, is a fourth rank grandmaster!”  

 

All of a sudden, the members of the Martial Alliance who had been weakened in morale suddenly 

became active again, and their confidence in their leader doubled.  



 

Someone wondered in surprise. “Fourth–rank grandmaster!?”  

 

The expressions of Blackdrake and others also gradually became sullen.  

 

Although they took Vitality Elixir and stabilized their cultivation, they could narrowly reach the realm of 

fifth–rank cultivation for the time being.  

 

Therefore, facing a top grandmaster who was beyond their own level, they still felt a little worried.  

 

The  

 

power of Douglas’s step made them realize the reality.  

 

It was such great power.  

 

Could they withstand Douglas’s attack?  

 

Even if they joined forces, they could only increase the quantity but could not achieve quantitative 

change.  

 

At this time, Leones narrowed his eyes slightly and was ready to stand up.  

 

Obviously, even though Blackdrake and others joined forces, it was difficult for them to defeat Douglas.  

 

A fourth rank grandmaster could easily defeat a fifth rank grandmaster.  

 

What’s more, these four people had just broken through the threshold. They were not qualified to be 

Douglas’s opponent.  

 



Leones was planning to defeat Douglas. Then, he would eradicate the Martial Alliance’s branch in 

Sherland in order to get rid of future troubles.  

 

But at this moment. “Let me deal with this person!” A cold voice came from the side.  

 

As everyone heard this, they were suddenly shocked.  

 

They looked back. It turned out to be Azulo. At some point, he stood up and walked toward this side.  

 

And  

 

every step was very firm and steady.  

 

And his steps suppressed all the aftershocks caused by Douglas’s mighty step just now!  
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The building that had been slightly shaken immediately returned to normal.  

 

As Douglas saw this, he couldn’t help but be startled.  

 

He didn’t expect that there was someone who could dispel his strength in one step!  

 

Douglas couldn’t help frowning and thought in shock, “How many masters are hidden in this Undrago?”  

 

Douglas probably never thought that the group of heads in front of him, whose strength was far beyond 

their investigation, had achieved breakthroughs in just one hour.  

 

And all these transformations happened because of the real Dragon King, Leones!  



 

A young man who had been ignored by Douglas and mistaken for a puppet.  

 

Until this moment, Douglas still didn’t know.  

 

He believed that as long as Azulo was defeated, Undrago could be completely eradicated.  

 

Douglas said, “Wow, there is such a master.”  

 

Douglas was not afraid and waved his hand.  

 

He said, “Then you all come together!  

 

“Today, I will let Undrago suffer a crushing defeat, and you will be convinced to lose!”  

 

Azulo walked forward and said indifferently, “I alone can defeat you!”  

 

“You are so arrogant!” Douglas stopped talking, and he jumped into the air, like a ghost, rushed in front 

of Azulo, and raised his hands.  

 

Because of his movement, Blackdrake and others were shocked.  

 

They didn’t expect Douglas’s speed to be so fast.  

 

If they had fought against him just now, they might have been beaten to the ground before they could 

react in time.  

 

They said, “Azulo, be careful!”  

 



Blackdrake and others were still a little uneasy.  

 

After all, Azulo had just finished cultivating, and it was still unknown what level of strength he  

 

had reached.  

 

In the face of a real fourth rank grandmaster, could he have the strength to fight with Douglas? Soon, 

Douglas rushed in front of Azulo, and he wanted to catch him by surprise.  

 

Unexpectedly, Azulo reacted faster and even punched out before Douglas.  

 

He almost knocked Douglas away with one punch.  

 

Douglas made a move to resolve the punch, but at the same time, he broke out in a cold sweat.  

 

His intuition told him that this person was also a fourth rank grandmaster and should not be 

underestimated.  

 

For a moment, they entangled each other.  

 

Their fight was so intense that people could not tell which one was the winner.  

 

Someone shouted incredulously, “How could this be?  

 

“Leader Sivan has used more than a dozen tricks, but he still can’t win.  

 

“Is the other party also a fourth rank grandmaster?!”  
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Everyone in the Martial Alliance was stunned.  

 

They thought the leader would defeat Azulo quickly, but in the end, it turned into a tug–of–war. 

Someone asked, “Did Azulo have really reached the fourth rank?  

 

“That Spiritual Elixir has such a miraculous effect! It’s incredible!”  

 

The stronger Azulo, the more reverence the heads have for Leones.  

 

At this time, after more than ten moves, Azulo had completely adapted to the power of the fourth rank 

grandmaster.  

 

Then he cheered himself up and continued to fight.  

 

In an instant, there was a full of dragon roar.  

 

Someone asked, “Is it coming“?  

 

“Is it Dragon Fist“:  

 

As Douglas saw this, he couldn’t help but hold his breath and concentrate on being on full alert.  
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Chapter 150 Combining Softness and Hardness  

 

Dragon Swing!  

 

Azulo leaped backward and threw out both fists.  

 

His punch was like an arrow.  

 

His punch was so strong that it caused continuous thunders.  

 

Seeing this, Douglas didn’t dare to deal with it casually.  

 



He quickly prepared himself for battle, clapped his palms together, and his whole body was 

impregnable!  

 

In an instant, the collision between fist and palm was like the tip of the sharpest spear and the hardest 

shield attacking.  

 

There was only a loud sound like an explosion.  

 

It shocked everyone around. Their eardrums seemed to burst, and their bodies were also knocked back 

several feet to avoid its shake.  

 

Centered on the two of them, a terrifying wave quickly spread out.  

 

The powerful duel between the fourth–rank grandmasters was fully displayed at this moment! Someone 

said, “My God, the duel between them is too terrifying!  

 

“Is this the fourth–rank grandmaster’s strength? It is terrifying!  

 

“Our leader will not be defeated, right?”  

 

Because they had fought for a long time, the morale of the Martial Alliance had been greatly weakened.  

 

After the confrontation, although it caused great turmoil, they remained steadfast.  

 

Azulo failed to break through Douglas’s double palms defense.  

 

Douglas also failed to counter his opponent.  

 

It was hard for people to tell which one was the winner.  

 



Azulo used the strongest blow in his life.  

 

But when this punch hit the opponent’s palms, it was like punching cotton.  

 

Even with thousands of strengths, they were all dissolved into nothingness. This made Azulo very 

surprised and shocked.  

 

It was really difficult for him to deal with the opponent’s aggressiveness.  

 

After Douglas withstood the opponent’s Dragon Fist narrowly, he stood still.  

 

Then, he couldn’t help laughing out loud.  

 

Douglas asked, “How about it?  

 

“How about my Breakdown Palm!?  

 

“Even if you are mighty, I will resolve your punch all!”  

 

Douglas was also relying on Breakdown Palm to overcome rigidity. No matter what kind of opponent he 

faced, he could remain invincible.  

 

Unless it was a top powerhouse who reached the third rank that he could be defeated. Douglas said 

proudly, “As long as you are under the fourth rank, you can not defeat me!  
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“Even if you can use Dragon Fist, it is impossible for Immediately afterward, Douglas pushed lightly.  

 

you to break  



 

my  

 

Breakdown Palm!”  

 

The seemingly calm palm actually knocked Azulo away.  

 

He fell more than 40 feet away and hit a load–bearing wall behind him heavily.  

 

Blackdrake shouted anxiously, “Azulo!”  

 

When Blackdrake and others saw this, they were worried again.  

 

They thought that the two of them were equally matched, and it was hard to tell which one would win 

the battle for a while.  

 

But unexpectedly, the situation turned around in an instant. It changed rapidly!  

 

Douglas actually knocked back Azulo with such a simple move, and it seemed that Azulo had suffered a 

lot of injuries.  

 

Douglas said proudly. “It’s over!”  

 

With skillful strength, Douglas hit Azulo severely.  

 

Douglas shouted proudly, “Anyone else!?  

 

“Anyone who is unconvinced should stand up and fight against me!”  

 



Blackdrake and others were shocked and didn’t know what to do.  

 

After all, Azulo lost too quickly, and they couldn’t prepare for anything.  

 

Some subordinates shouted, “We are the winner!  

 

“Long live our leader!  

 

“I knew the leader would definitely win!  

 

“The Martial Alliance is invincible! Leader Sivan is No.1 in Sherland!”  

 

At this time, the members of the Martial Alliance couldn’t help cheering and celebrating the leader’s 

victory.  

 

The balance of victory and defeat seemed to have completely tipped to the side of the Martial Alliance.  

 

Seeing this, Leones shook his head slightly.  

 

He thought Azulo lost due to lack of experience.  

 

After all, he had just reached the fourth rank, and he was fighting against an opponent of this level with 

the top one, Douglas, a tyrannical boss.  

 

It was pretty good that Azulo had been able to resist for so long.  

 

Leones said, “Azulo, you did a good job. The rest…”  

 

Leones was about to take over the rest of the battle.  



 

But at this moment, Azulo staggered, stood up from the ruins where he had fallen, and walked over 

stubbornly.  

 

Azulo said, “Your Majesty, I can finish this fight by myself!  

 

“I’m not defeated yet!”  

 

As he said that, Azulo suddenly accelerated and rushed toward Douglas again.  

 

“What!?”  
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When Douglas saw this, he was shocked.  

 

He did not think that this person would dare to attack him again.  

 

He cursed, “Azulo, you are arrogant.”  

 

Douglas’s eyes flashed with fierceness and murderous intent!  

 

This time, he would use his Breakdown Palm to completely break the opponent’s heart!  

 

He shouted, “Come on”  

 

When Douglas heard the roar of dragons ringing around him again, he clasped his palms together  



 

and pushed forward with an overwhelming force.  

 

Dragon Fist and Breakdown Palm collided again.  

 

Douglas was still as motionless‘  

 

Azulo’s punch was still like hitting cotton, and he couldn’t use any strength at all.  

 

It was not easy to break through the opponent’s defense.  

 

At this time, Azulo had a flash of inspiration  

 

Suddenly, he thought of the fistfight with Leones just now.  

 

At that time, Leones also used his soft and powerless fist to restrain his fierce Dragon Fist,  

 

The same Dragon Fist could be both soft and strong  

 

In an instant, Azulo understood the mystery of the whole palm Only by combining hardness and softness 

could he be invincible and deal with ever changing strategies.  

 

He shouted, “Go to hell”  

 

At the same time, Douglas’s Breakdown Palm also countered.  

 

It directly rushed toward Arulo’s chest  

 

Seeing this, Azulo was ready to use his more fierce punches again.  



 

Dragon Swing  

 

Counterattack  

 

Douglas said, “Don’t you give up‘ Even if you do it a hundred times, you could not…”  

 

Douglas seemed to be prepared to welcome his victory. He laughed out loud.  

 

He thought that his Breakdown Palm could easily neutralize the power of the opponent’s Dragon  

 

Fist  

 

But this time, Dragon Fist was silent.  

 

Even the sound of the dragon roar accompanying the Dragon Fist seemed lazy and low, as if asleep.  

 

Immediately afterward, the Dragon Fist hit Douglas’s palms.  

 

It was also limp and weak as if the other party hadn’t exerted any strength.  

 

When Douglas saw this, he couldn’t help being surprised and realized something was wrong.  

 

Before he could react, Douglas felt a sharp pain in the center of his palms, as if being pricked by a needle  

 

Immediately afterward, the feeling of pain hit the whole body.  

 

Douglas was in pain and couldn’t help but scream.  

 



Looking at his own palms again, he saw that they had been pushed away unconsciously, showing a 

strange opening gesture.  

 

Immediately afterward, an indescribable strange force came directly in front of him with a devastating 

force.  

 

The shock caused Douglas’s arms to break into several sections!  

 

He wondered. “How can this be?”  

 

Douglas looked at his arms, which were twisted to the point of being almost deformed.  

 

Finally, Azulo punched out like a dragon‘  

 

Azulo’s fist, like a dragonfly touching water, gently touched the tip of Douglas’s nose. Douglas’s face was 

distorted, and his whole body was trembling.  

 

He was completely defeated by this punch  

 

He was knocked away  

 

And he was totally defeated. 


